Abstract. Based on the research object of English translation corpus and its official artificial score, through the corpus annotation and statistical analysis, this paper uses corpus linguistics method to reveal the main factors of rater concerning in the translation test artificial scores. Based on dynamic semi Markov path searching model, this paper proposes a new DTN clustering routing method of vocabulary encounter probability evaluation. This method introduces an integral coefficient in integral, which improves the quantization range and efficiency of translation test. Through the quantitative evaluation analysis of English translation corpus, the algorithm can effectively calculate the class identifier number, number of shape symbols, pictogram category symbols ratio, average sentence length and other parameters, which greatly improves the efficiency of test and evaluation, and it is a new computer quantitative method for English translation.
Introduction
English Chinese translation can not only detect the candidate's comprehensive language ability and cultural accomplishment, but also can test the learning results of language learner. But the current assessment of English Chinese translation test is not optimistic. In the translation test quantitative evaluation method, it has not yet achieved the automatic evaluation of translation, and the translation work requires a lot of manpower and material resources [1] [2] [3] . In the translation performance assessment the proportion of human factors is big, which can not accurately reflect the level of the subjects, so the test credibility is lower. This paper adopts dynamic Markov method and designs the DTN clustering routing model of English translation test quantitative evaluation, and the overall design framework is as follows: Fig.1 : The basic framework design of translation quantification Figure 1 shows the basic design framework for translation quantitative methods [4] . The basic process is firstly processing corpus data, using dynamic Markov search algorithm introducing into the integral constant, secondly according to the integration constant to design DTN clustering routing, then accounting on the encounter probability of two words, finally the quantitative evaluation result of translation is obtained.
Corpus Quantitative Evaluation Model Optimization and Algorithm Design
In order to realize the quantitative evaluation of corpus, it can do quantization on database according to the occurrences frequency and sort of translation vocabulary [5] [6] [7] . For the whole International Conference on Automation, Mechanical Control and Computational Engineering (AMCCE 2015) corpus, it can use probabilistic evaluation function to do quantization evaluation on the translation. The evaluation function can be written as:
(1) Among them, ) (x e is the probability when the two translation terms appearing simultaneously, T is cycle, p x is frequency, i x is integral coefficient, and its expression is as follows
x is differential coefficient, and the expression is as shown in formula (3) .
(3) Based on the clustering model of translation vocabulary nodes path similarity, firstly the whole network weighted is done topology, and the topology is as follows: Fig.2 : Network weighted topological graph On the basis of the edge weights setting path similarity, through transform algorithm, it introduces an integral coefficient in the algorithm integral, and the expression is as follows
(4) Where λ is the maximum threshold the system allows. In order to optimize the search model of translation lexical frequency, this paper uses dynamic semi Markov algorithm to optimize the path, as shown in Figure 3 . As shown in Figure 3 , the DTN clustering routing method, based on dynamic semi Markov path search model, not only can predict the meeting possibility of two translation vocabulary, also is able to predict the specific possibility of two words meeting in the same time [8, 9] . So the improved quantitative evaluation model can be written as:
(5) When 0 = λ , it can be written as:
(6) In order to realize the algorithm, this paper uses the VC++ software to design the optimization algorithm of route search, and its main procedure is as follows:
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Design of English Translation Quantitative Evaluation System based on Corpus
When word frequency statistics, most corpus concordance software can provide two kinds of frequency lists, one is alphabetical order, and the other is according to the frequency size [10, 11] . In order to do quantization evaluation on translation test, this paper selects the second vocabulary alignment method, as shown in Table 1 . Table 1 shows database data unit based on A co-occurrence context. The studied word R forms a small block of text with surrounding human determined 2s range of words, and the text size is ) 1 2 ( + s t [12] . Assuming that the research corpus size, i.e. the total number of shape symbols is n . Figure 4 , in order to realize the quantitative evaluation of corpus, this paper uses the Make Full Concordance function to select part of the translation words as a keyword, and the keyword will be put into a text, and uses a regular expression to search the specific requirements of the keyword, finally the result is as shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 shows the test results after the translation is done quantitative evaluation [13, 14] . It includes the class identifier number, the number of shape symbols, pictogram category symbols ratio, average sentence length parameter in the commonly used statistical parameters of corpus. Based on statistical calculation on these parameters, the effect of translation is quantitative represented. Figure 6 shows using the quantitative evaluation system to evaluate translation for a period of time, the overall quantitative evaluation result curve is obtained [15] . From the chart it can be seen, at the time of 9s, quantization vocabulary has reached 800, quantitative evaluation is higher efficiency, which meets the need of translation evaluation system development and is a high efficient of computer software quantization method.
Summary
According to the basic principle of dynamic Markov optimization search path, this paper presents a new translation test corpus quantitative evaluation method, and the algorithm uses the DTN clustering routing of lexical encounter probability, introducing an integral coefficient in integral, which greatly improves the quantization range and efficiency. This paper uses VC++ software to design the quantization algorithm, and through quantitative measurement tool, the translation test corpus is evaluated, obtained the number of symbols, and the number of shape symbols, symbols of form type and token ratio, average sentence length of translation evaluation parameters are obtained, which provides a new computer method for the research on measurement translation evaluation method.
